Midland Boxer Club Championship Show - Bitches
Saturday 8th February 2014

Thank you to the officials of the Midland Boxer Club for inviting me to award bitch CC’s for the first
time at their Championship Show. I was pleased by the quality of the bitches. Overall I was very
impressed by the substance, elegance, expression and of course boxer type that is evident in the
bitches of the British boxers today.
I would also like to thank my stewards their hard work and efficiency.
Class 11 Veteran Bitch
1st Miller’s CH Roamaro First Issue by Walkon
Top quality elegant bitch with a clean outline/profile, looking great for 7 years old. Very clean head
with an excellent boxer expression. Long neck with very good front and rear angulations, showed
and handled to perfection,
2nd Spanswick’s Tudora Catch the Dream
7.5 years old, good head with proportionally width and depth of muzzle, dark eye with lovely
expression. Square in profile good angulations, depth of chest, and neck, moved with front rear and
drive.
Class 12 Minor Puppy Bitch
1st McArdle’s Redmol Ina Pickle at Armadale
6 months R/W bitch, lovely temperament, presented and showed with enthusiasm. Very good head
with dark eyes and beautiful boxer expression, straight bite and good size of teeth, excellent bone,
balanced front and rear, moved with and a long reach and back end drive.
2nd Lott’s Britesparke Pretty Mona Mai
8.5 months B/W head structure but would prefer a little less wrinkle on the forehead. Long neck
good and depth of chest, Very good bone slightly erratic on the move, Good type with very good
qualities,

Class 13 Puppy Bitch
1st Griffiths Maybe at Lanfrese
An outstanding quality B/W bitch, 11 months old, combining elegance and substance, Square in
body ,depth of chest with correct front and rear angulations which supported her ground covering
stride, beautiful head with correct proportions, rise of skull, dark eyes with an appealing boxer
expression, straight bite, good size of teeth…..I will watch her progress with interest!!!

2nd Miller’s Walkon Itzy Bitzy
10 months B/W bitch real quality and elegant, square in body excellent outline, long strong neck
with well-defined withers. Clean head with good width/depth of muzzle, and dark pigmentation,
deep chest, angulations in proportion front and rear, moved with reach and drive from the backend.
Excellent condition and handled to perfection.
Class 14 Junior Bitch
1st Tonkin & Pellow’s Rosanyos Madre Mia
A combination of elegance and substance ,square in profile with correct front and rear angulations
which enabled a ground covering stride, depth of chest to the elbows, long strong neck, withers and
top line, good head with dark eyes and pigmentation, straight wide bite good size of teeth, very
good showing bitch and excellent presentation.
2nd Mair’s Glenauld Let It Rock JW
Compact body, square in profile excellent bone and substance, elegant long neck and defined
withers, good head with good proportions of width and depth of muzzle, dark eyes and expression,
covered the ground on the move whist maintaining a level top line, well developed muscles,
excellent condition and expertly handled.
Class 15 Yearling Bitch
1st Cairns Galicar Insolence JW
Excellent outline, clean and square, excellent bone combining elegance with substance, good
angulations front and rear, moved with drive and power keeping a level top line on the move,
beautiful head with dark eyes and an excellent boxer expression, wide bite good size of teeth ,very
good chin,
2nd Huckerby & Dowell Panabolo Specially For Norwilbeck Bellchime
Excellent in profile/outline square in body strong bone, presented and showed to a high standard,
moved with a grounding covering stride, very good head with equal proportions, dark eye with a
lovely expression, good front/rear angulations,
Class 16 Novice Bitch
1st Tonkin & Pellow Rosanyos Madre Mia
(Critique as per junior bitch)
2nd Griffiths Lanfrese Calrina
Compact and elegant with good angulations and depth of chest, long neck, good head with dark eyes
and good pigmentation, good size teeth, and with of jaw, moved and handled well, very good
overall type,

Class 17 Graduate Bitch
Pye Mesdames
1st Burden Limitless
Square and compact in body, excellent bone combining elegance with substance, clean head and
structure with very good width and depth proportions , good rise of skull, dark eye and beautiful
expression, moved effortlessly keeping a level top line on the move, expertly handled which
resulted in a harmonious rapport between bitch and handler,
2nd Clarke’s Sarsbrook Fashionista
Square in body, good depth of chest with front and rear angulations, good clean head with dark
eyes, moved well around the ring demonstrating driving action in the hindquarters. Lovely condition
and well presented.
Class 18 Post Graduate Bitch
1st Pye Mesdames Rebkai Secret Fortune at Burnden
Another excellent bitch from this kennel, square in body with an elegant clean profile, very good
head with a good rise of skull and excellent pigmentation, and lovely eye shape and expression, good
front and rear angulations and moved harmoniously around the ring,
2nd Wheeler’s Clarricks Bailey Ray at Hipkins
Square in body with a good depth of chest, excellent front and rear angulations moved well keeping
a level top line whist on the move, clean head with good width and depth of muzzle/chin, beautiful
eyes and boxer expression,
Class 19 Limit Bitch
1st Griffiths Lansfrese Kepi D’Elle
Excellent in type and quality, combining substance with elegance, square in profile in excellent
showing condition with well-developed muscles, very good head with good width and depth of
muzzle, dark eyes with an appealing expression, moved around the ring with excellent front reach
and back end drive, maintaining a level top line on the move,
2nd Hambleton’s Marbelton Wrap Party
Excellent in type and quality, good bone with elegance, could have had a little more showing
temperament, a sound bitch with a lot of quality attributes, beautiful head with proportionality
width and depth of muzzle, dark eyes with an excellent expression, wide bite and good size of teeth,
good chin, good front and rear angulation,

Class 20 Open Bitch
1st Huckerby & Dowell CH Norwilbeck Out of The Blue (Bitch CC BIS)
Stunning real boxer type!!!
A real show girl with excellent temperament and presence in the ring, and very self-assured, a
combination of substance and elegance, square and clean in profile, with absolutely no
exaggerations, beautiful head with a defined structure of width and depth of muzzle, excellent rise
of skull, eye shape and wonderful expression, good mouth and chin and lip placement, long crested
neck, defined withers, movement effortless, moving forward with a powerful drive from the hind
quarters,
It was my pleasure to award this outstanding specimen of the breed the Bitch CC which
subsequently went on to win Best in Show, my heart-warming congratulations!!
2nd Cook & Postance CH Manic Show Off
This excellent quality bitch who certainly lives up to her name, a real ‘show off’ in the ring with much
extrovert temperament and character, keeping her handler on her toes whilst on the move, top
bitch with all of the qualities that is looked for in competitive completion, lovely head and boxer
expression, good width and depth of muzzle, straight bottom jaw/chin, long elegant neck well set on
defined withers, short straight back, depth of chest down to the elbows, strong square body, a
combination of elegance and substance,
It was my pleasure to award this lovely bitch the reserve CC

Elizabeth Rallings
Judge

